Light and Dark
►
►
►
►

“Value is simply the artistic term for light and dark.”
It is only because of changes between light and dark that
can we see things.
“Light reveals form.”
Achromatic Grays – grays that contain no color, just
black and white

A value scale of gray. The center circles are identical in value.

The Relationship Between Light
and Dark Areas.
►

►

►

Value Contrast – The
relationship between different
areas of dark and light.
The average human can see 40
different variation in value.
(shades of gray)
The term low-value can be used
to talk about the contrast
between any two areas next to
each other that are little.

Charles Sheeler. The Open Door. 1932. Conté crayon on
paper, mounted on cardboard, 1’ 11 3/4” x 1’ 6” (60.7 x 46.7
cm). The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Edith and Milton
Lowenthal Collection, bequest of Edith Abrahamson
Lowenthal, 1991 (1992.24.7).

The Relationship Between Value
and Color
► Value

and color are related.
► Every color is also a value.
► If you take all of the color out of a color you
get value.
► Pure yellow is a light or ‘high-value’ color
which when converted to gray would be a
light gray.
► Purple is a ‘low-value’ color that would
convert to a darker gray.

Value Pattern
Variations in Light
and Dark
► Value Pattern - The
arrangement and the
amount of change in
light and dark,
separate of the colors
used. (often used in
reference to paintings)
Artemisia Gentileschi. Judith Decapitating Holofernes.
c. 1620. Oil on canvas, 5’ 10” x 5’ (199 x 152.5 cm).
Galleria degli Uffi zi, Florence, Italy.

High Key or Low Key
►

►

►

To create work that is
subtle (and often calming)
you can use colors that
have values that are very
close to each other.
Low Key – when a work
of art’s range of values are
all LIGHT colors
High Key – when a work
of art’s range of values are
all DARK colors

Giovanni Paolo Pannini. Scalinata della Trinità dei Monti. c.
1756-1758. Pen and black ink, brush and gray wash,
watercolor, over graphite, 1’ 1 11/16” x 11 9/16” (34.8 x 29.3
cm). The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Rogers Fund, 1971
(1971.63.1).

Value as Emphasis
► Creating

a Focal Point

 Value Emphasis - Use
of a high contrast
between values can draw
the viewer’s attention.
 You can create a focal
point.
 Or you can emphasize a
character or feature.
Winslow Homer. Leaping Trout. 1889. Watercolor
on paper, 1’ 1 7/8” x 1’ 7”. Portland Museum of Art,
Portland, Maine (bequest of Charles Shipman
Payson, 1881.1).

An Experiment in Value Contrast

►
►

Andy Goldsworthy. Photograph, January 1981. Sycamore stick placed on snow/raining heavily. Middleton Woods,
Yorkshire. From Andy Goldsworthy: A Collaboration with Nature (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1990).
Andy Goldsworthy. Photograph, January 1981. Snow gone by next day, bark stripped, chewed and scraped off.
Middleton Woods, Yorkshire. From Andy Goldsworthy: A Collaboration with Nature (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1990).

Value and Space
“One of the most important uses of
gradations of light and dark is to
suggest volume or space.”

Chiaroscuro – from the Italian words,
“light” and “dark” it refers to a piece
that uses light and dark to imply
depth and volume. (Often there is a
big change between the light and
dark areas.)
►

Value can be used to create volume

Michelangelo. Madonna and Child. 1535-1540(?). Black
and red chalk and white pigment on prepared paper, 1’
9 3/8” x 1’ 3 5/8” (54 x 40 cm). Casa Buonarotti,
Florence, Italy.

Value and Atmospheric
Perspective
Value is good for creating the
illusion of depth or space.
► High Value contrasts seem
to come forward.
► Low Value contrasts seem
to move away.
Aerial or atmospheric
perspective - our eyes
see things further away as
being grayer (and
sometimes bluish) and less
distinct.
Caspar David Friedrich. The Wanderer Above the Sea of
Mist. c. 1817-1818. Oil on canvas, 2’ 4 3/8” x 2’ 5 3/8” (94.8
x 74.8 cm). Kunsthalle, Hamburg.

Techniques
Shading - the use of
value in a work of art.
► Can imply 3D
► Each Medium has a
different technique for
shading…Find out what
you like.
Georges Seurat. Seated Boy with Straw Hat (Study for
The Bathers). 1882. Conté crayon, 9 1/2” x 1’ 1/4”
(24.13 x 31.1 cm). Yale University Art Gallery, New
Haven (Everett V. Meeks Fund).

Choosing the Medium
Experimenting with
Techniques
► Cross Hatching - a set of lines
that run horizontally and vertical
lines that cross these lines.
► Wash Drawing - where dark
ink or watercolor are mixed with
water to produce shades of
gray.
► Mixed-Media - When you use
one or more mediums in a
piece.
Giovanni
Domenico Tiepolo. St. Ambrose Addressing the
Young St. Augustine. c. 1747-1750. Black chalk, pen, and
brown ink with brown wash on paper, 7 5/8” x10 7/8”.
Arkansas Arts Center Foundation Collection: Purchased with
a gift from Helen Porter and James T. Dyke, 1993 (93.035).

